


Contract No. DE-AC27-01 RV14136
Modification No. 225
SF-30 Continuation

Modification Purpose:

The purpose of this modification is to direct BNI to proceed with the Section C, Statement of Work,
C.7 Facility Specifications, paragraph c(5) and c(6) revisions.

A. BNI shall submit within 60 days of date of this modification a detailed technical and price
proposal.

B. A bi-lateral modification definitizing this change order shall be executed no later than 180 days
after of this modification and receipt of an acceptable proposal.

C. This modification does not add additional funds to the contract. Accordingly, work under the
contract, such as that described herein, must be performed within the amount of funds which
have been incrementally allotted to the contract in accordance with clause 13.2 "Obligation and
Availability of Funds and Contract Value", and clause 1.66,"FAR 52.232-22 Limitation of
Funds (Apr 1984)."

Modification Description:
A. BNI is directed to proceed with the performance of the revised wording as follows for Section C,

Statement of Work, C.7 Facility Specifications, paragraph c(5) and c(6).

FROM:
(5) Provide four piping stub-outs from the Pretreatment Facility South Tunnel to route HLW

slurry feed to and from a potential future HLW slurry feed concentration facility.

TO:
(5) Provide four piping stub-outs from the Pretreatment Facility (225) Tunnel to route HLW

slurry feed to and from a potential future HLW slurry feed concentration facility.

FROM:
(6) Tank Farm feed delivery routing capability, within the Pretreatment Facility, to connect

a potential new facility ahead of the feed receipt tanks shall be provided. This routing
capability shall include the installation of piping that will allow for tie-in at a later date.

TO:
(6) Tank Farm feed delivery routing capability, within the Pretreatment Facility, to connect

a potential new facility ahead of the feed receipt tanks, and the ability to feed the
potential new facility from the feed receipt tanks (225), shall be provided. This routing
capability shall include the installation of piping that will allow for tie-in at a later date.

C. All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.

(End of Modification)
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